
Microsoft App Certified

Create, Edit and Update your 
Planner tasks from Outlook

Available in 8 languages

The Microsoft 365 App extension that 
lets you securely connect your Outlook 
with Planner & Microsoft Teams Tasks. 

Manage your tasks from Planner directly 
in Outlook and keep an easy workflow.

Easy deployment with no 
installation on device

iPlanner Pro for Microsoft 365 Planner

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365-app-certification/outlook/iglobe-office2sharepoint-for-outlook?pivots=mcas


Hybrid workplaces requires 
simple and secure access to 
collaborative tools.

Switching between apps 
creates a broken workflow and 
breaks concentration for the 
employee.

2 Microsoft Research + Insights Asana Anatomy of Work Index, 2021

On average, 
information workers 
switch between 10 
apps up to 25 times a 
day2

25X



Do you use Planner in your daily work?

Then you need the iPlanner Pro App!

Most of your incoming tasks come to you 
by mail or in Microsoft Teams.

With iPlanner Pro you can create and 
manage your Planner tasks directly in 
Outlook

- including saving mail attachments or 
saving the e-mail.

Create an easy workflow supporting a 
modern hybrid workplace.



With iPlanner Pro you 
handle all your Planner 
tasks directly from Outlook.

You can:

• Create a task
• Manage tasks
• Save an email on a task



Save your tasks

Save task received by mails 
including attachment on 
a  Planner Task.



Manage and organize

Manage and 
organize your tasks 
directly from your 
Outlook.



Read reviews

Reviews for iPlanner Pro

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/office/WA104380464?tab=Reviews


IPlanner Pro app is
Microsoft 365 Certified

The App being certified by Microsoft means that your 
company will have the assurance and confidence that 
data and privacy are adequately secured and protected 
when the app is introduced to the Microsoft 365 platform 
and is fully backed by Microsoft.

No data is saved locally on any devices nor does iGlobe 
save any of your application data.

You always stays 100% GDPR compliant



Easy deployment with no installation required. Deploy the App in Microsoft 365 and have it 
available on Outlook for Windows, MAC, Web, and Outlook for IOS. The deployment takes the 

same amount of time for 1 or 100 users.

No device installation is required.

Easy deployment with no 
installation



Microsoft App Certified Learn more

https://planner.iglobe.dk/

Get a free trial from Commercial Marketplace

iPlanner Pro App for Outlook

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365-app-certification/outlook/iglobe-iplanner-pro-office-365?pivots=general
https://planner.iglobe.dk/
https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/web-apps/17859280.iplannerpro?tab=Overview
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365-app-certification/outlook/iglobe-iplanner-pro-office-365?pivots=general
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